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Eight-panel double digipak 
Dimensions: 125 x 8 x 140 mm
Materials: Card and plastic

Slip case 
Dimensions: 125 x 125 mm 
Material: Card

C-shell 
Dimensions: 124 x 125 mm 
Material: Plastic

Six-panel double digipak with insert sleeve
Dimensions: 125 x 8 x 140 mm
Materials: Card and plastic

Jewel case 
Dimensions: 124 x 10 x 142 mm
Material: Plastic

Eight-panel digipak 
Dimensions: 125 x 8 x 140 mm
Materials: Card and plastic

Trigger case (VarioPac)
Dimensions: 143 x 126 mm
Material: Plastic

Four-panel digipak 
Dimensions: 125 x 8 x 140 mm
Materials: Card and plastic

Eight-panel digipak 
Dimensions: 125 x 8 x 140 mm 
Materials: Card and plastic

Transparent slip case with flap 
Dimensions: 129 x 130 mm 
Material: Plastic

Jewel case with hinged double CD tray 
Dimensions: 124 x 10 x 142 mm when closed 
Material: Plastic
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“I’ve never bought a record without 
being influenced by the cover” 

Peter Maybury, Peter Maybury Studio
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Despite the fact that vinyl continues to be produced, sells well, 
and remains popular with many people, the compact disc has 
become its conventional replacement. Following its introduction 
in the 80s, while music continued to be released simultaneously 
in three formats—vinyl, cassette, and CD—the reaction of most 
labels and designers was simply to scale down LP imagery for 
the smaller format. But as the CD has become the dominant 
form, designers have started to direct their experimental efforts 
at the small, hinged piece of plastic packaging, rather than the 
12-inch, flat record sleeve. 

Some memorable pieces of design have become landmarks  
in the short history of CD packaging design. Among these are 
Mark Farrow’s pillbox for Spiritualized, Pentagram’s textured, 
opaque, orange packaging for The Pet Shop Boys’ Very and  
Very Relentless covers, and Big Active’s cocaine kit for DJ 
Jeremy Healy. However, such packaging can only be realized  
if the budget allows, and with the music industry currently 
facing another financial low, the challenge for the designer to 
create a striking CD package within a limited budget is greater 
still. By showing the work of an international collection of 
designers, including Stefan Sagmeister and Stephen Byram, 
CD-Art proves that this can be achieved to great effect. But  
the question remains—will the CD ever become as loved as  
its vinyl predecessor?

Flicking through vinyl record sleeves is like looking through  
an old family photo album; it brings with it nostalgia, and we 
tend to like nostalgia. The tactility of vinyl, together with the 
card-based gatefold cover in which it is housed, is a difficult 
format to rival. Today though, the smaller CD package wins  
with modern appeal and is viewed and treated by designers  
as its own entity. When the range of design possibilities it 
presents are exploited, the results can be stunning. 

An Atlantic Records executive once said, “If the group is big, it 
don’t matter what the cover is. You can wrap it in a brown-paper 
bag—it makes no difference to sales.” The 1979 release of Led 
Zeppelin’s In Through the Out Door was wrapped in exactly that, 
and sales were more than a little disappointing. Proof, if it were 
ever needed, that we do judge records much like books—by 
their covers.
 
Thankfully not all records were, or are, sold in brown-paper 
bags. Since 1939, when Alex Steinweiss, then a designer at 
Columbia Records, suggested replacing standard labels on 
album covers with original artwork, designers and artists alike 
have created some of the most stunning and evocative images 
of the design world. 

Album-cover artwork has provided us with some of the finest 
examples of graphic design in history, and in turn, has launched 
the careers of some of the greatest, most innovative and 
influential graphic designers working today. Obvious examples 
include Peter Saville and Vaughn Oliver, whose work in the 
80s and 90s for Factory Records and 4AD respectively, firmly 
established them as major influences in the long history of 
album-cover design. 

Back in the 50s, the graphic talent of Reid Miles defined jazz 
music’s visual style through his strong typographic covers 
for the Blue Note label. In the 60s and 70s, art director Gary 
Burden and photographer Henry Diltz created classic album 
covers for, among others, The Doors and Joni Mitchell. More 
recently design companies such as Farrow Design, Stylorouge, 
Segura Inc., Tomato, Intro, and The Designers Republic have 
broken new ground in record-sleeve design with work that has 
gone on to influence graphic design beyond the world of music.
 

Background
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Since I wrote CD-Art in 2002, the way we choose, buy, and  
listen to music has changed dramatically—downloading is  
now the main way to obtain new music. This is in stark contrast 
to declining CD sales, which have dropped significantly.

As a consequence, designers have to work harder to encourage 
people to buy physical music on CD, or, alternatively, look at  
the design opportunities that the new digital format provides. 
Recently, designers and labels have experimented with several 
new ideas in a bid to encourage music lovers to actually purchase 
music physically rather than digitally. There has been the release 
of Keane’s single, Nothing in My Way, on a memory stick packaged 
in CD-sized artwork by Big Active, and Beck’s do-it-yourself 
album cover, which also includes a DVD featuring music videos 
for each track (this got it banned from the official UK charts for 
having an unfair sales advantage over other albums). There has 
even been the release of The Blank Album by Superthriller, 
which is exactly that—a blank CD released by the band’s label 
Rough Trade. The idea is to involve the consumer completely  
in the process and allow them to master their own album.  
Once purchased, the CD is taken home, inserted into a computer, 
and used, together with instructions and tracks on the band’s 
homepage, to create a unique, customized album. All three 
release ideas are certainly different—they are experimental, 
risky, and show that the music industry and the designers 
working in it are willing to try out something new.

Big Active’s latest offering, Beck’s do-it-yourself cover for  
his album The Information, which was designed by Gerard  
Saint together with Mat Maitland and Beck, won a D&AD  
award. It was an ambitious project, not least because it  
involved commissioning 20 different artists to create imagery 
that was used on sheets of stickers, but the result is inspired. 
“We attempted to create a highly ambitious work reflective  
of Beck’s idiosyncratic and creative approach to his art,” 
explains Saint. “It invites the listener to get involved and 
participate visually in the album experience. In my opinion  
that’s good design that delivers.”

Digital Considerations

When Beck’s fans buy the album, they also get a booklet of 
blank graph paper and a sheet of stickers, with which they  
can create their own album-cover artwork. There is a website 
onto which they can upload their designs, and one of these 
designs will be featured on the second pressing of the album. 
“The plan is to choose a design for the ‘for life of’ version of  
the album,” explains Saint. 

Of course, for big bands signed to major labels, budget is  
not such an issue, but for indie bands on smaller labels, there  
is often a limited budget forcing graphic designers to engage  
in some creative enterprise to make memorable packaging.  
One such example is a cover created by David Lane for a promo 
single by the band Gossip. Faced with a minimal budget, Lane 
used card sleeves and tape to create innovative and great  
lo-fi packaging.

“I wanted to make the promos stand out as objects and give 
them something that made them different from the crowd, but, 
in short, there wasn’t much money for the project,” explains 
Lane. “Instead I used tape and simple card sleeves to create  
the covers… It is rare to have a mass product in design that 
allows some creative freedom, but at least the music industry  
is vaguely creative and understands art.”

Design:   Big Active
Album Title: The Information
Artist:   Beck
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In general, CD packaging is one area in which designers really 
push the boundaries, often making the packaging as much of  
a must-have as the product inside, and leading the way in  
terms of innovation. Not all CD packages are designed within 
the standard shape and size, and if brief and budgets permit, 
designers have the opportunity to create almost anything.  
For the release of Rinôçérôse’s Music Kills Me album, David 
Calderley, at Graphic Therapy, created a package with the CD 
placed in a circular, gloss black plastic inner case, and then  
into a black rubber pouch with a sticker. The latest Badly Drawn 
Boy CD and DVD album Born in the UK has been packaged in  
a British passport–style cover with two discs sitting on the 
inside front and back covers, track listings and lyrics on the 
inside pages, and even a photo and personal details page of 
Badly Drawn Boy himself, Damon Gough. For the recent release 
of Self Defence, an album by Unkle, 2manydesigners created a 
large, fold-up pink box package that features artwork by Futura, 
and similarly, for the rerelease of Unkle’s second album, Never, 
Never, Land, it created a miniature pizza box with foam studs in 
which to hold the CDs.

With increasing download sales and decreasing CD sales,  
can such approaches to packaging design actually encourage 
people to buy physical rather than digital copies? Cedric Murac, 
designer at WA75, Paris, summed up his thoughts on how 
designers should approach CD design. “We should not design 
disc packaging as a ‘cover,’ but instead as a ‘box’ in which  
sits material that supports the work of an artist. This box  
has several faces, both inside and out, and the goal is not 
simply to make a beautiful image / cover to seduce the 
consumer, it is also to support the artists and give them  
a strong presence. Yes, we have to make smaller images,  
but nothing obliges us to remain in the jewel case.”

Or as Saint of Big Active points out, “Music needs to be sold in  
a similar way to books, with appropriate ‘softback’ and ‘hardback’ 
versions available. I believe this is a really good way of looking 
at the idea of digital downloads and actual physical product—
each can deliver different aspects of a release and these can  
be best suited to the characteristic traits of each medium.”  
He adds, “Design is more than just superficial decoration—it’s 
about ideas and problem-solving,” Saint continues, “and this is 
just as relevant with music packaging as it is with designing for 
any other product. I think our solution for the new Beck album 
is very much a good example of the difference design can make. 
The packaging cannot be divorced from the physical format— 
it is integral to it. It’s about getting people inspired.”

Design:   David Lane
Single Title: Standing in the Way  
  of Control
Artist:   Gossip

Design:   Non-Format
Album Title: 28 After
Artist:   Black Devil Disco   
  Club

It was with this thought in mind that examples of CD packaging 
were chosen for inclusion in this book, which showcases work 
from more experimental designers who continue to challenge 
the conventions of music packaging. Inevitably, much of the 
work featured is from designers working for musicians outside 
the commercial mainstream, on smaller labels, from musical 
genres such as lounge, hip hop, jazz, and dance. For the most 
part, this area of the music industry allows designers more 
freedom, trusting them to interpret the music visually, and 
support the artist in the way they believe to be most 
appropriate. There are few rules, regulations, or guidelines  
to follow here.

Whether working for a mainstream or an independent label, CD 
packaging provides designers with the same opportunity. First, 
as one might expect with any packaging project, there is the 
chance to tackle a product design problem: how is the pack 
fabricated? How does it open and close? And unlike many other 
packaging briefs, there is often an opportunity for editorial 
design in the inserted booklets, for the art direction of 
photography other than of the product itself, and so on. In other 
words, there is scope for experimentation in both two and three 
dimensions. Consequently, this book has been divided into two 
main areas of focus: Form looks at the physical characteristics 
of CD packaging, while Content explores the two-dimensional 
artwork contained inside.

Firstly Form. This chapter explores the shape, size, and tactility 
of the CD cover. It is an area of CD packaging in which designers 
and manufacturers are, increasingly, finding alternatives to the 
traditional jewel case. Examples range from the extreme—the 
Sandpaper Blues album that accompanied a London art 
exhibition of the same name, which had a sandpaper cover—to 
the sublime. The organic shape of Marc Newson’s alternative 
doughnut CD case is one example.

Secondly, the extensive Content chapter looks at photography, 
mixed media, and illustration within album-cover design, 
showing that many designers opt for creative imagery as 
opposed to uninspiring, vacuous band shots. The bulk of the 
artwork and text in a CD package is, of course, inside the 
casing, and not seen by the consumer until they have bought 
the package. After size, this is one of the most significant 
differences between vinyl and CDs. The information is hidden, 
meaning the exterior imagery has to be enigmatic in order to 
encourage the consumer to become curious about the interior. 
The CD package does not have to be immediately legible. 
Indeed, figuring out the mysterious runic inscriptions is part of 
the pleasure of examining music packaging. Examples here 
show how designers approach readability in a variety of ways.
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Popular music is, arguably, the main area of cultural production 
that people most closely identify with events or periods in their 
lives, and which they feel “belongs” to them. And album cover 
art is one of the few areas of graphic design that the public at 
large actually takes notice of or has an interest in. The 
combination of this interest and the experimental, often 
irreverent, and sometimes controversial nature of many album 
covers has meant that they have become defining cultural 
objects. The great album covers of the past—Peter Blake’s 
Sergeant Pepper’s, Andy Warhol’s The Velvet Underground & 
Nico—are icons familiar to millions who could not describe  
a single book jacket, much less an annual report or brochure.

Today, several factors contribute to what some perceive as  
a growing homogenization of album-cover design, not least the 
strict management by record labels of every aspect of a band’s 
visual identity, as though they were a corporate brand, which 
discourages risk-taking. Cover art on mainstream pop releases 
is largely a market-driven affair—retouched, polished pictures 
of the artist, bold type, and a nonthreatening layout. Why? Well, 
from a marketing point of view, album-cover art has to perform 
two essential functions to entice the browsing consumer to  
pick the album up, study it more closely, and buy it; and to be  
a creative visual representation of the music inside. On top of 
the record company’s agenda, bands often have clear ideas 
about how they want their album cover to look. Dialogue on 
such jobs typically goes through the artist, management, and 
the label’s marketing department before the art director of the 
cover gets any input. For the designer, major labels can prove 
to be more of a challenge because commercial viability and unit 
cost are major issues for consideration, and at times may lead 
to heavy compromise.

The major labels are becoming increasignly concerned with 
branding and conforming to convention, rather than 
experimenting and pushing creative boundaries. Over the past 
15 years, the music industry has grown so substantially that 
there is now extremely heavy competition for high chart 
positions, with an unprecedented number of releases every 
week. This has, in turn, led to the creation of record label 
marketing departments who inform and influence much of  
the design we see today, and to a saturated market in which 
many great designs are swallowed up and go unnoticed.

Design:   No Days Off
Album Title: Crazy Itch Radio
Artist:   Basement Jaxx

Design:   Airside / Mika /  
  Da Wack
Album Title: Life in Cartoon   
  Motion
Artist:   Mika

Wire magazine editor Rob Young compares the difference 
between the independents and the major labels. “Indies tend  
to work more closely with the artists themselves, while majors 
are, by definition, such large entities that the visual presentation 
is often the result of marketing meetings, in-house designers, 
etc. The artist supplies the recording, but the company—which 
is there to generate capital above all—engineers the sellable 
unit rather like a production line.” He continues, “Small 
independent labels are more likely to have been set up by 
people who are in it primarily for the music, and their 
businesses will not have anything like the same infrastructure 
of a major label. So they are working more closely with the 
artist, and may even have been set up specifically to release  
the music of a certain artist, so there is more care taken in  
the visual aspects too. Generally there seems to be more 
willingness in that sector to treat the record release as a total 
entity, rather than just a music unit with a wrapping. The 
independents are more likely to perceive that the wrapping can 
actually contain a vital and significant part of the artist’s vision.”

Thus, there are labels—typically the independents—willing to 
push the boundaries when it comes to creating artwork and 
packaging. The design process differs in that the dialogue 
usually takes place directly between artist and designer. This 
allows for freedom of ideas and the creation of covers that 
reflect the music rather than present a vacuous marketable 
image of an artist or band.

Practical considerations such as protection and storage are just 
as important as aesthetics. The difficult-to-open and easy-to-
break jewel case remains the standard CD packaging option.  
Its use is not necessarily favored by designers, but it is usually 
required either to remain within budget or to satisfy the larger 
record labels who tend to have an aversion to anything else. 
However, as work throughout this book shows, this has not 
stopped designers from experimenting within the constraints  
of the jewel-case format. Whether it be having them produced 
in solid or transparent colors, omitting the booklet altogether to 
take full advantage of its clear, minimalist aesthetic, or housing 
it in a variety of slipcases and end cards, the simple changes 
help set these examples apart from the average CD package.
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The digipak, in all its various formats, continues to be a  
popular and practical replacement for the jewel case. The  
one-piece card-stock case with an attached plastic CD tray 
closely replicates the gatefold LP, is more environmentally 
friendly, and is a far more flexible format to work with than  
the jewel case. The tray in which the disc sits is available in  
a variety of colors and can be placed in the center, or to the  
left or right. It can fold out into anything from four to ten  
panels in various combinations, and die-cut slots or pockets 
allow for the inclusion of booklets.

This flexibility gives the art director the opportunity to create a 
design as a three-dimensional piece of art. The long, wraparound 
format of a six-panel digipak allows for continuous panoramic 
imagery to be applied to the cover, for example Rik Bas 
Backer’s work for A.P.C. (p95 and p124), or continuous type,  
as used by Work in Progress on Fischerspooner’s album (p116).

Although the digipak is currently the most popular CD- 
packaging format, packaging companies and graphic designers 
are constantly developing alternatives. A move away from 
plastic to materials such as uncoated card or Tyvek® adds  
to the tactile experience of the consumer (see Materials  
pp44–61) as well as differentiating the artist’s album from its 
plastic counterparts. With uncoated card, the tactility of such 
materials can conjure up notions of authenticity. The digifile is 
another cost-effective alternative. It is the same format as the 
digipak from card, using die-cut slots for the disc and booklet 
instead of plastic trays. Packaging like the eco-wallet and 
Ecopak® provide the environmentally conscious designer  
or artist with a packaging option that is both practical and 
responsible. The relatively new use of Tyvek® covers could 
prove increasingly popular, as tests have shown that the 
material provides a higher level of disc protection than any 
other sleeve system available.

So what does the future hold for the music industry? And what 
can designers and record labels do to move with the “digital 
times?” As US designer Neal Ashby of Ashby Design points out, 
“While I believe there will always be a certain market for 
physical music packaging, especially within fringe and niche 
markets, the concept of music packaging as we know it is 
definitely on the precipice of a new era in design. The fact  
that audiences today have the ability to control their music 
experiences far more than even 15 years ago presents both 
challenges and opportunities for today’s designers, and calls 
upon them to further consider the implications of their choices.

Design:   Non-Format
Album Title: I Dreamt    
  Constellations Sang
Artist:   Motohiro Nakashima

Design:   2manydesigners
Album Title: Never, Never, Land
Artist:   UNKLE

Computer Arts Projects editor Dom Hall agrees. “I think it’s fair 
to say that the golden age of music packaging is over, and while 
it’s a crying shame that the generation starting to discover the 
joys of pop music now will never experience the thrill of seeing 
a new Malcolm Garret, Vaughn Oliver, or Designers Republic 
cover on the shelves of their local record shop, and spend ages 
pouring over all of the images and tiny hidden details great 
covers have, the design industry is nothing if not inventive and 
resourceful and I feel confident that there are lots of brilliant 
alternatives just waiting to be developed.”

For example, an interview featured with George White, Senior 
Vice President of Strategy and Product Development at Warner 
Music Group, revealed that quite a lot can be done. His team at 
Warner has been working to develop something it calls iLiner  
or interactive liner note. As he explains, “It combines all the 
elements you would find in traditional album artwork into an 
interactive presentation that launches right in iTunes… We’ve 
done them for 15 different albums and gotten a very positive 
response from consumers.”

An example of a similar project is something that Warner  
did for Gnarls Barkley—it took the liner notes and created  
a “fly-through,” moving the viewer through the lyrics and 
artwork associated with the album on their iPod, but allowing 
them to use the scroll wheel to move backward and forward 
through this experience. Increasingly, labels are approaching 
the physical and digital aspects in a more combined and 
integrated manner, as Chris Murphy of Fällt does with his  
sub-label Fodder. Music on Fodder is released digitally, the 
virtual singles have A and B sides and come with easy-to-
download, print, and assemble “sleeves” in a PDF format.

All that said, one hopes that, even in the face of such technological 
advances, consumers will still want to purchase the CD 
package, even if they can download the same music from the 
Internet onto an MP3 player; that they will still want the whole 
experience of opening up a package and listening to a new 
album while flicking through a booklet of words and imagery.  
As well as fixing the music in the mind of the public visually  
and aurally, the album cover provides designers with a widely 
disseminated platform on which to display their ideas to an 
enormous, diverse, and, most importantly, genuinely passionate 
audience. It has been a field of great experimentation over the 
years, providing designers with a creative platform unhindered 
by many of the corporate constraints that impinge on freedom 
and creativity in other areas of graphic design. But more 
importantly, album covers provide music history with a visual 
archive and become markers of eras. To allow the MP3 file to 
spell the end of this would be doing an injustice to the visual 
expression of a valuable notion: the here and now.



“Digital packages … are an exciting start  
to a new generation of music packaging.”

Neal Ashby is Principal of Ashby Design 
whose clients include Warner Bros. 
Records, Virgin Entertainment Group, 
Capitol Records, ESL Records, EMI Music 
Group, and National Geographic. For  
10 years, Neal was Vice President and 
Creative Director for the Recording 
Industry Association of America (RIAA). 
His award-winning work has been 
published by Print, HOW, I.D., Graphis, 
and Communication Arts magazines,  
and displayed at the Rock and Roll Hall  
of Fame and Museum in Cleveland,  
Ohio, and the Experience Music Project  
in Seattle, Washington. 
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The CD provides a slow “user experience.” The tight clasp  
of the jewel case, and the fiddly, folded booklet inside, mean 
that the music fan must work to extract the imagery and 
information that was once displayed on the front and back faces  
of a record sleeve. But the intricacy of that packaging itself 
provides designers with the opportunity to create a memorable, 
distinctive piece of design. The examples shown in this book 
demonstrate the extent to which the successful exploitation  
of the senses of sight and touch can create a fuller and lasting 
experience around a product more commonly associated with 
another sense—hearing.

Charlotte Rivers

Design:   2manydesigners
Album Title: Self Defence
Artist:   UNKLE

What do you think the future holds for music packaging  
now that so much music is downloaded?
While I believe that there will always be a certain market for 
physical music packaging, especially within fringe and niche 
markets, the concept of music packaging as we know it is 
definitely on the precipice of a new era in design. Obviously, 
what we will begin to see is more emphasis on digitized 
components such as eBooks, guides, and fully scripted 
rich media elements that complement their corresponding 
downloaded music. While this is, in part, no doubt attributable 
to a need for value-added components to compensate for  
a perceived lack of tangibility associated with downloaded 
music, they are important steps in the right direction. Such 
digital packages, while rudimentary by print package standards, 
are an exciting start to a new generation of music packaging.

How do you think the role of the graphic designer might 
change because of this?
More than ever, designers will find themselves scripting or 
directing a dynamic experience for the listener. With new 
dynamic components that can be coupled or triggered directly 
from tracks or albums, traditional printed packaging displays 
an even greater disconnect between the audible and the visual. 
There becomes a sense of narrative that is arguably much 
more present than in print media. It will be these new narrative 
qualities that will give designers the ability to connect their 
graphic elements closely with specific musical content.

What can designers do to move with the “digital times” and 
offer buyers something other than simply a thumbnail image  
of an album cover when they download music?
Because iTunes provides a little square for the cover art of  
a song doesn’t mean that designers should feel content with 
filling just that space. Designers and software developers need 

to work together in developing ways to deliver this new rich 
media. I believe there is an increasing need for a more flexible, 
standards-based approach based on technology available to all, 
rather than a few. This, along with the continued evolution of the 
Internet and broadband connectivity, will provide a more dynamic 
experience available on an on-demand level.

Rather than mourning the death of physical music packaging, 
should we instead celebrate the arrival of a whole new image / 
music format?
Absolutely. It does no good to look back. Designers must  
keep pace with every facet of culture and society, regardless  
of their position.

What interesting downloadable music packaging and online / 
interactive elements for music releases have caught your eye?
Examples of good interactive design are few and far between. 
Apple’s iTunes has taken steps to include elements in album 
downloads to increase the value of the purchase and compete 
with physical counterparts. These eBooks or guides really  
show that this type of content is possible and that companies 
are willing to pursue such avenues. What has evolved are 
specific album-related websites or portals accompanying 
music releases. What I would like to see is the convergence  
of these two media into a unified approach to delivering song  
or album-specific content.

Neal Ashby, Ashby Design



“One of the consequences of the download era 
has been the loss of contextual visual material 
at its most basic—the record sleeve.”

Rob O’Connor began work as Designer 
/ Art Director at Polydor Records before 
founding Stylorouge, the design studio of 
which he is now Creative Director. A keen 
photographer (his work forms the basis 
of Stylorouge’s own photolibrary) and avid 
collector of music, his enthusiasm for 
diversity has earned him a reputation not 
only as an art director, but also as a film 
and video director.
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What do you think the future holds for music packaging  
now that so much music is downloaded?
Music is like any art form based on human inspiration and 
endeavor—it is a blessing and is essentially free. Historically,  
it was always a form of communication and self-expression;  
the social aspect of music was crucial, as it still is. However, the 
only way it could be sold before sheet music arrived was either 
through performance or by someone (generally very wealthy) 
commissioning a piece by a recognized composer for an 
event, a gift, or a religious or state celebration. The process of 
popularizing music was a natural consequence of consumerism 
during the 20th century, where the music that people were 
“given” free on the radio was packaged as a desirable 
commodity, along with the people who made it (the cult of 
personality), and sold as a physical product. All consumer 
industries have had to reinvent themselves in the age of cheap 
manufacturing and the widespread accessibility offered by the 
Internet. The music industry had the extra complication of the 
intangibility of its product. Cars, furniture, and chocolate, for 
example, can’t be delivered virtually. The radio / retail-led music 
industry was slow to realize the threat the Internet posed to 
its omnipotence. Some complacent veterans of the late 20th 
century were even in denial about the new culture, dismissing 
it as a fad. The age of blockbuster culture in music may well be 
in sharp decline, and with it, the sales of the artists who have 
traditionally followed in the slipstream of the acknowledged 
best-sellers (Elton John, Madonna, Metallica, Eminem). The 
sales figures of those in the second, third, and fourth divisions 
of popular music have dropped markedly, whereas the 
specialist niche markets have picked up, often kick-starting 
careers that the old order would have snuffed out at the start, 
or resurrecting sales of long-dead albums and singles. These 
new specialist markets, and the music-makers who are using 
the Internet to inspire their own “do-it-yourself” business are 

presenting new marketing propositions; albeit with less money, 
little experience, and often without a discernible market to 
sell to. But those who are more resourceful and energetic are 
proving able to succeed, on a small scale, without incurring 
the costs of the traditional store-led music industry, and not 
slavishly copying the marketing strategies that have traditionally 
been employed by the majors for years. The fast turnaround of 
the modern music business, its transience, and its reliance on 
television (in particular reality TV) has created a multitude of 
short careers, and diminished the respect for music in general. 
The retail price of CDs has dropped drastically in an attempt to 
win back the market that has been tempted toward file-sharing 
websites, and this in turn has created a perception of lower 
value for music. In effect, it has almost become free again. Only 
a draconian legal regime to fight piracy and the inventiveness 
of new legal delivery initiatives will turn the industry around. 
One of the consequences of the download era has been the 
loss of contextual visual material at its most basic—the record 
sleeve. Although sadly less ubiquitous than in the golden years 
of the 70s, 80s, and 90s, the sleeve survives—just. But there 
is still the need to create other visual material to announce 
the availability of a new release, or as an accompaniment to 
enhance the listener’s musical experience. The other areas in 
which imagery still thrives are: the print marketing campaign 
(posters, press ads, etc); online marketing; video (promo clips, 
live footage, interview-based advertorials, documentaries, etc; 
TV advertising; merchandise and promotional material; web 
design (including MySpace, etc); and tour advertising.
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How do you think the role of the graphic designer might change 
because of this?
Designers will have to embrace these other creative areas and 
practice the skills that they demand.

What can designers do to move with the “digital times” and 
offer buyers something other than simply a thumbnail image  
of an album cover when they download music?
It is the suppliers of downloadable music who will dictate the 
“value-added” visual content that will attract the consumer to 
buy more than just the occasional favorite track. A beautifully 
designed and functional interface-based experience, such as 
that proposed by Warner Music in the US, would be an incentive. 
Added content such as video and extra still imagery would also 
become the norm. Also, musical artists are already considering 
abandoning the physical album as a medium, preferring instead 
to include financial and other incentives to get people to buy 
a complete body of work via download. I believe Radiohead is 
one such band. With its already demonstrated love of the book 
format, I can imagine it offering a bonus along these lines as 
an incentive. As outrageous as it may seem, I can also imagine 
more artists considering a return to the concept album—a 
collection of related material that would be seen as “greater 
than the sum of its parts.”

Rather than mourning the death of physical music packaging, 
should we instead celebrate the arrival of a whole new image / 
music format?
The way music is consumed is bound to change—the important 
thing is for all parties to communicate with each other to explore 
possible solutions for the common good, and this should be 
aimed more at creative excellence and not just profit.


